Eric Odberg, Odberg Farms
Variable Rate Program
2012- present
Departure of Dave Barton

Finding A New Precision Ag Specialist

ODBERG FARMS, INC
Using AG Verdict

- Making Application Maps

& ATI

- Servicing Guidance and Controller
5 Years of In-Crop Infrared Imagery
- Make Application Maps

ODBERG FARMS, INC
Using VR on All 3 Fertilizer Products

Still using 4 zones.

Result- Applying more Phos/Starter blend. About the same Thio/KCL blend

ODBERG FARMS, INC
Started Direct Seeding 16 years ago

Crop Rotation is a Key Component to Success
SG 6 Year Crop Rotation Study on 44 acres

Goal- reduce the cost of production and improve soil health & wheat quality

ODBERG FARMS, INC
Using EQUIP again to get started with Cover Crops.

• 50 ac field that has only been DS for 2 years.
• Using Haney Soil Test to compare it with a long term DS field
• 5 way mix
• Seeded on Sept. 8th